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To Receive CPE Credit
› Individuals
• Participate in entire webinar
• Answer polls when they are provided

› Groups
• Group leader is the person who registered & logged on to the webinar
• Answer polls when they are provided
• Complete group attendance form
• Group leader sign bottom of form
• Submit group attendance form to training@bkd.com within 24 hours of webinar

› If all eligibility requirements are met, each participant will be emailed their CPE
certificate within 15 business days of webinar
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Today’s Topics
Overview of how schools are using data to assess
academic programs
Review ways to present & report academic program
assessment data in dashboard fashion
Review ways to use metrics to gauge the strength of
existing & future academic programs
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Overview of how schools are using
data to assess academic programs

Higher Education Outlook
› Public outlook
• Pressure continues – declining revenue/increasing costs
• Need to monitor margins

› Private outlook
• Expense growth outpaced revenues for second year
• Net tuition increased among top schools
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Higher Education Landscape: Enrollment

Must Start with Integrated Process
› Margin aware
› Margin responsive

Program Economics

Academic Portfolio
Review

› Mission-focused

Under Construction

Ideas for these elements inspired by William F. Massy: Reengineering the University, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2016
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Why focus on academic programs? Can’t we
just raise money (philanthropy) or use
endowment draw (capital management) to
fund the deficits from academic programs?
Regarding philanthropy: yes … assuming you have the
fundraising capacity (many do not)
Regarding capital management: yes … if your endowment
is large enough (many are not)

Institutional Economic Model
› Three distinct centers of operational activity
that generate economic return
• Academic core
• Auxiliaries (food service, housing, bookstores
& coffee shops, sports)
• Philanthropy & capital (giving, investment
return, financing)
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Sample
List

Revenue Cost & Margin Analysis

Why Is Academic Program Margin Important?
Cross Subsidies vs. Profit Distribution

Margin is critical for both nonprofit & for profit organizations, but for different reasons …

› Profit distribution …
• ”Shareholder value
maximization &
stakeholders’ interest
satisfaction play a key role
in creating profit

› Cross subsidies …
• ”Allow institutions to lean-in to assert
their mission against the existing
marketplace”*
• Examples
Manchester College – Peace Studies
Taylor University – Orphans &
Vulnerable Children
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Traditional Academic Program Review
Mission

Institutional Mission –
Develop servant leaders
marked with a passion …
› Metrics?
› Drivers of success?
› Credit hours & trends

Academic
Standards
Academic Standards by
program
›
›
›

Metrics?
Accreditation criteria?
Terminal degrees & other
program quality measures

Review ways to present & report
academic program assessment data
in dashboard fashion
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So … what else needs to be
considered in an integrated
program review?
Student demand

Competitive intensity

Resource utilization & efficiency
Economic outcomes (margin)
Employment outlook & wages

Why Assess the Program Portfolio?
› Launch the best new programs

Grow

Sustain

› Reduce risk of failure
› Avoid missed opportunities
› Help ensure student demand

Start

Stop

› Properly allocate resources to existing
programs
› Focus program research &
development resources
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Important Elements of a Sustainable,
Data-Informed Academic Program
Analytic Approach
A Robust
Business
Intelligence
Platform

A Facilitated
Process

Availability of
Experienced
Independent &
Objective
Advisors
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Academic Program Assessment Process
Data

Decision

Scoring

Analysis
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Academic Program BI Platform

Data

Decision

Student
Demand

Competitive
Environment

Employment

Degree Fit

Scoring

Analysis

Defined Map as Baseline for Scoring
If this was the
general location
of your school,
the baseline used
might be the state
of Missouri or by
student ZIP code
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Academic Program Analysis Elements
› Student demand
Student
Demand

› You need to collect data on
student demand. These days
demand data can come from
dozens of sources
› Primary sources
• Inquires

Data

• Google search
Decision

Scoring

• Completions

Analysis

Academic Program Analysis Elements – Data
Student demand

Source: 2018 YEAR-END HIGHER EDUCATION INQUIRY GENERATION REVIEW accessed July 11, 2019, at
https://insights.digitalmediasolutions.com/reports/2018-year-end-higher-education-inquiry-generation-review
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Academic Program Analysis Elements
› Competitive environment
Competitive
Environment

› You need to collect data
on your competition. This
triggers several more
questions in my mind …

Data

Decision

Scoring

Analysis

Competitive Intensity
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Academic Program Analysis Elements
› Employment
› This area is more important
today than it has ever been
because of
1. A consumer mindset
Employment
Data

Decision

Scoring

2. Public perception: higher
education is transitioning
from a ‘public good’ to
‘workforce development’

Analysis

Employment
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Academic Program Analysis Elements
› Degree fit
› You need to know how the
degrees you offer fit the current
trends in the workforce
Degree
Fit

› What do employer’s want/need
• Associate?
• Bachelor?

Data

• Master?
Decision

Scoring

Analysis

Academic Program Analysis Elements

Data

Decision

Scoring

Analysis
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Review ways to use metrics to
gauge the strength of existing &
future academic programs

Academic Program BI Platform

Student
Demand

Competitive
Environment

Employment

Degree Fit
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Academic Program Assessment Process
Data

Decision

Scoring

Analysis

Integrated Factors in Scoring Process
Identify a benchmark
academic program

Establish
criteria
values
reflective
of the
market

Scoring

Use data
&
judgment
to
determine
scores

Data

Decision

Scoring

Use a defined
market as a baseline

Analysis
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Scoring Rubric:
Example
Establish Targets
Set a threshold for each metric
Set Scores
Programs receive scores for
reaching each threshold

Use Percentile Breakdowns
The breakdown of every
program for each metric.

Missouri

Data

A benchmark program helps us
to calibrate the scoring rubric
Decision

Scoring

Analysis

The baseline market is used to
set the targets. Judgment used
here

Values
Scores

Academic Program Assessment Process
Data

Decision

Scoring

Analysis
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Program
Scorecard

Note: this is an illustrative scorecard
produced by GrayAssociates

Program Ranking Report

Note: this is an illustrative rank report produced by GrayAssociates
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Academic Program Assessment Process
Data

Decision

Scoring

Analysis

Facilitated Decision-Making Process
Day 1
 Present workshop objectives
 Summarize approach to program
selection

Day 2
 Review Day 1 outcomes
 Rank current programs

 Share initial scoring outcomes
 Discuss & refine scoring system
Breakout groups
Full group
 Rerun scores, using refined scoring
system

Data

Decision

Scoring

 Discuss high- & low-scoring
programs
 Breakout groups
 Full group
 Select programs to stop

 Evaluate proposed programs
 Breakout
 Full group

 Select Programs to grow

Rank & select new programs to start
(after further research)

 Wrap-up: agree on next steps, tasks,
owners & deadlines

 Programs to start

 Programs to stop
 Programs to grow

Analysis
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Program Economics

Integrated
Approach:
Academic &
Financial
Scoring
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Strategy for the Path Forward
› Once you have data & a team identified, you may find guidance
based on the book Leading Change, by Dr. John Kotter, from
Harvard Business School, helpful
› BKD Higher Education white paper based on that book is also
available
› Reengineering the University: How to be Mission Centered,
Market Smart, and Margin Conscious, William F. Massy,
2016, Johns Hopkins

Strategy for the Path Forward
Steps to Regain or Retain Financial Stability
1. Fix the growth of the discount – focus on net revenues NOT head
count
2. Fix the academic core – discover the details of academic financial
margins
3. Find alternative revenue – make full use of all resources
4. Facilitate cost reduction – set targets & unleash faculty & staff
creativity
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Improvement Cycle Process & Related
Higher Education Impediments
Improvement Cycle Impediments in Higher Education Mitigation
› 1. Explain

› 1. Rejection of new ideas

› 2. Plan

› 2. Lack of closure

› 3. Do

› 3. Lack of engagement

› 4. Self-review

› 4. Lack of feedback

› 5. Peer review

› 5. Lack of follow-through

› 6. Adjust

› 6. Lack of recognition

1. Work with faculty
predisposed to give
the innovations a
serious try
2. Require the
deliverance of a
timely project plan
3. Require self-study &
peer review

BKD Approach – Integrated Tools & Process
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The information contained in these slides is presented by professionals for your information only & is not to be
considered as legal advice. Applying specific information to your situation requires careful consideration of
facts & circumstances. Consult your BKD advisor or legal counsel before acting on any matters covered
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Continuing Professional Education
(CPE Credit)
BKD, LLP is registered with the National Association of State Boards of

Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional
education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of
accountancy have final authority on the acceptance of individual
courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may
be submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its
website: www.nasbaregistry.org

CPE Credit
› CPE credit may be awarded upon verification of participant
attendance
› For questions, concerns or comments regarding CPE credit,
please email the BKD Learning & Development Department at
training@bkd.com
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The information contained in these slides is presented by professionals for your information only & is not to be
considered as legal advice. Applying specific information to your situation requires careful consideration of
facts & circumstances. Consult your BKD advisor or legal counsel before acting on any matters covered
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